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About This Game

Enjoy Delicious, the award-winning cooking story game series! In this wonderful Christmas tale, Emily plans a family trip to a
cute little cottage for the holidays. Everybody embarks northbound on the Miracle Express, excited for an amazing adventure.
However, they soon discover someone else is already living in their cottage... What are you waiting for? Bake a big batch of

cookies, nog an egg, and settle in with a hot drink to warm up your Christmas spirit!

ENJOY THE 14TH SEASON of Delicious

RUN YOUR DINERS and serve food in a variety of kitchens in 61 story levels and 31 extra challenge levels

DASH THROUGH 6 wonderful Christmas locations, and cook many dazzling dishes in exciting time management levels

COLLECT DIAMONDS to invite the entire family to Paige's school play

ENJOY HIDDEN OBJECT ELEMENTS and see if you can find all mice

More Gamehouse Original Stories:
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Delicious - Emily's Message in a Bottle

Delicious - Emily's Hopes and Fears

Delicious - Emily's Home Sweet Home

Delicious - Emily's New Beginning

Fabulous - Angela's Fashion Fever

Fabulous - Angela's Sweet Revenge

Heart's Medicine - Time to Heal
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Title: Delicious - Emily's Christmas Carol
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Blue Giraffe, GameHouse
Publisher:
GameHouse
Franchise:
Delicious
Release Date: 4 Nov, 2016
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English,French,Italian,German,Dutch,Japanese,Korean,Russian,Simplified Chinese,Swedish,Thai,Traditional Chinese,Polish
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Game Information

Delicious: Emily's Christmas Carol is a Strategy game that was developed by Blue Giraffe & GameHouse and published by
GameHouse.

The fourteen chapter of the game's series. Previous installments as follows: "The Winter Edition;" "Delicious 2;" "Emily's Tea
Garden;" "Emily's Taste of Fame;" "Emily's Holiday Season;" "Emily's Childhood Memory;" "Emily's True Love;" "Wonder
Wedding;" "Honeymoon Cruise;" "Emily's New Beginning;" "Emily's Home Sweet Home;" "Emily's Hopes and Fears;" "Emily's
Message in a Bottle."

Please do note that not all of "Delicious" games are on Steam as of yet.

Even though this game is not labeled as a collector's edition. It has some extra features that are only available in the collector's
edition.

Game Visuals

I want to mentioned that the visuals in the game is well done. The visuals can be adjusted in the game's option menu.

Game Audio

I want to mentioned that audio for the game is well done. Even though the audio is somewhat simplistic and repetitive. The audio
can be adjusted in the game's option menu as well.

Gameplay

This is a strategy game, where careful planning is required, due to limited amount of resources that are available.

There are three different game difficulty modes to choose from: Beginner; Normal and Expert.

There are ninety-one levels in total. The main story has seven chapters with the total of sixty-one levels and the challenge section
with the total of thirty-one levels. All levels has set objectives assigned to them that needed to be completed within the allotted time.

All levels has three star rating system. The stars are earned from playing the game. The star rating system represents how fast the
levels is completed. The star rating system: Three Stars (Gold;) Two Stars (Silver) and One Star (Bronze.) There is an opportunity to
replay levels for better star and score rating.

There are special bonuses that can be used in order to complete task objective much quicker. These special bonuses needs to be
purchases with money earned from playing the game.

There is a collectible in the game: Mouse. They can be found peeking out of a mouse hole on all the levels.
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There are twenty-one different achievements that can be unlocked from playing the game. Each of these achievements does come
with some requirements that needs to be completed before they can be unlocked.

Miscellaneous

Final thoughts: I have found the game enjoyable to a certain extent. The replay value for the game is low. I would recommend this
game, but not at the game's full price value.
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